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Adaptation in singleunits in visual cortex:
The tuning of aftereffectsin the temporal domain
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Abstract
Adaptation-inducedchangesin the temporal-frequencytuning and direction selectivityof cat visual cortical
cellswere studied. Aftereffects wereinducedlargely independentof direction. Adapting in either direction
reducedresponsesin both directions.Aftereffects in the direction oppositethat adaptedwere only slightly
weakerthan were aftereifectsin the adapteddirection. No cell showedany enhancementof responsesto
drifting test stimuli after adapting with moving gratings.Adapting in a cell's null direction usually had no
effect. Dramatic differencesbetweenthe adaptationcharacteristicsof moving and stationary stimuli were
observed,however.
Furthermore, aftereffectsweretemporal frequencyspecific.Temporal frequency-specificaftereffectswere
found in both directions:adaptingin one direction induced frequency-specificeffects in both directions.This
bidirectionality of frequency-specificaftereffectsapplied to the spatial domain as well. Often, aftereffectsin
the directionoppositethat adaptedweremore narrowlytuned.
In general,adaptation could shift a cell's preferredtemporal frequency.Aftereffects were most prominent
at high temporal frequencieswhen testingin the adapteddirection. Aftereffects seemedto be more closely
linked to temporal frequencythan to velocity matching.
Theseresultsconstrain modelsof cortical connectivity. In particular, we argueagainstschemesby which
direction selectivityis generatedby inhibiting a cell specificallywhen stimulatedin the nonpreferred
direction. Instead, we arguethat cellsreceivebidirectional spatially and temporally tuned inputs, which could
combine in spatiotemporalquadratureto producedirection selectivity.
Keywords:Adaptation aftereffects,Temporal frequency,Direction selectivity,Intracortical inhibition,
Cortical organization
Introduction
The nervoussystemactively processestemporal information.
Retinal responsesare alteredby a contrastgain control mechanismactingin the temporaldomain (Shapley& Victor, l98l).
The lateral geniculatenucleusrelaysspatial responseslargely
unchangedfrom the retinato the cortex,but modifiestemporal
properties(Mastronarde,1987;Humphrey& Weller, 1988).Visual cortical cells, in turn, show markedly different responses
to high stimulus speedsthan do their dominant geniculateafferents(Orban et al., 1985).The spatialbehaviorofvisual cortex has without doubt beenmore closelyinvestigatedthan the
temporalbehavior.
The previousarticle (Saul& Cynader, 1989)describedspatial aspectsof adaptationin cortical units, studiedusingmethods which revealedaitereffectsin everycell. Aftereffects were
specificto the adaptingstimulus,implying that extrinsicmechReprint requeststo: Alan B. Saul, Departmentof Neurobiology,
Anatomy, and Cell Science,Universityof PittsburghSchoolof Medicine, 3550TerraceStreet,Pittsburgh,PA 15261,USA.

anisms(Vautin & Berkley, 1977)underlythe phenomenon.We
are responsible.
that intracorticalmechanisms
further suggested
In this paper, we describenovel resultson the temporal-frequencytuning of adaptation aftereffectsin singlecells.
Someprevious studiesof adaptationin visual cortex have
noted the direction selectivityof aftereffects(von der Heydt et
al., 1978;Movshonet al., 1980;Saul& Daniels,1985;Hammond et al., 1985;1986,1988;Marlin et al., 1988),although
someauthorshaveobservedvarylngdegreesof bidirectionality
(Vautin& Berkley,1977;vor^der Heydtet al., 1978;Movshon
et al., 1980).Singleunit studieshaveoften linkedthis selectivity
to the motion aftereffect, in which unidirectional adapting
inducesapparentmotion in stationarytargets.Usingthe methods describedin the previouspaper,we observedbidirectional
aftereffects.
Psychophysicistshaveusedadaptationto isolatemechanisms
in the visualsystem(Sekuler& Ganz, 1963;McCollough,1965;
Pantle& Sekuler,1969;Blakemore& Campbell,1969;BlakeCarpenter&
more et al., 1970;Julesz,l97l; Tolhurst, 19'12:'
1974;
Dealy
&
Tolhurst,
197
3;
et
al.,
1973;
Stecher
Blakemore;
Pantle, 1974;Levinson& Sekuler,1975).The sametechnique
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can be adaptedto the physiologicalstudyof singlecell response
properties.Adaptingin one directionreducesthe responses
of
presumablyall cellswhich respondto that direction.One can
of the
then testthe responsepropertiesof a cell in the absence
normal input from other cells.
In the discussion,we speculateon the mechanismsgenerating adaptationaftereffects,and considerimplicationsof our resultsfor corticalconnectivity.
Methods
The physiologicalpreparation,recordingand stimulationtechniques,and data analysisareas describedin the precedingpaper (Saul& Cynader,1989).Recordingswereobtainedfrom cat
wasinducedby i.v.
visualcortex, area17.Surgicalanesthesia
injection ofsodium thiopental,and continuedduring recording
with a mixture of nitrous oxide and oxygensupplesessions
mentedwith pentobarbitalsodium.EEG, ECG, body temperature, and expired CO2 were continuouslymonitored and
maintainedat appropriatelevels.
platinum-iridSingleunits wereisolatedwith glass-insulated
ium microelectrodesinsertedthrough the intact dura. Recording stability was essentialfor the long runs necessaryin this
becameerratic or
study, and runs wereterminatedif responses
if the physiologicalstateof the animal variedsignificantly.
Cellswerefirst mappedby hand to determinethe receptivefield location and the optimal orientation. Direction will refer
of movementpossibleat the fixed,
to the two oppositesenses
optimal orientation. Direction-selectivecellshavea null direction, which evokesno responseor which reducesany spontaneous activity present.Direction-biasedcellsproduceat leasttwice
as many spikesfor stimulation in one direction (thepreferred
direction) as in the opposite(nonpreferred)direction. Bidirecin the two directions.Assigntional cellshavesimilar responses
of preferredand nonpreferredlabelsto
ment (for convenience)
the two directionsis arbitrary for bidirectionalcells. Temporal
frequency or drift rate wlll mean the number of cyclesof the
sinewavegratingpassinga givenpoint eachsecond.By convention, positiveand negativedrift rateswill be assignedto the two
directionsof motion, with negativedrift ratessignifyingthe
nonpreferreddirection.Stationarystimuli in this study were
gratingswhich wereflashedon and left standing.That is, the
contrast was raised from zero to some fixed level (with a rise
time on the order of milliseconds)and maintainedat that fixed
contrastthroughoutthe trial. No attemptwasmadeto match
the spatialphaseof stationarystimuli to the receptivefield.
Experimentsconsistedof alternatingadaptingand testtrials.
An adaptingtrial consistedof eitherlow-contraststimulation,
control data, or highfor purposesof obtainingsubsequent
adaptedresponse
contraststimulation,to obtain subsequent
levels.The spatial and temporal frequenciesand the direction
of the adaptingtrials werevaried.A test trial followed each
adapting trial. The parametersof the test trials were varied
acrossa setof test conditionsin eachrun. For eachtest condito that conditionwereextractedfor those
tion, the responses
trials following eachgivenadaptingcondition. Conditionswere
sometimespooledacrossa stimulusdimension.Meansand standard errors werecomputedfor the responsesto eachtest condition contingenton the prior adaptingcondition.Comparisons
were often made betweencontrol and adaptedresponsesby
meansof the /-statisticbetweenthem. Thesef-scoresservedas
an objectiveindex of the strengthof adaptationaftereffects.

Results
Direction
usingdifferentexperimental
In severalpreviousinvestigations
adaptationaftereffectshavebeenobdesigns,direction-selective
served(von der Heydt et al., 1978;Movshonet al., 1980;Saul
& Daniels,1985;Hammondet al., 1985,1986,1988;Marlin et
al., 1988).Thereare two aspectsof directionalityfor adaptain eachdirection
tion effects:l) one can comparethe responses
following adaptingin one direction;and 2) onecancomparethe
effectsof adaptingin eachof the two directions.'Forinstance,
adaptingvisual cortical neuronsin one direction can lead to a
relative enhancementof responsesto stimulation in the opposite direction (von der Heydt et al., 1978;Hammondet al.,
1985:Saul& Daniels,1985;Marlin et al., 1988).Comparingthe
effectsof adaptingin eachdirection,one finds that aftereffects
match the adapting stimulus, so that the adapteddirection is
most affected(Hammondet al., 1985;1988;Marlin et al.,
1988).Although we confirmedsuchobservationsin a broad
sense,we weresurprisedto find that underthe adaptingregime
used in the presentexperiments,aftereffectstendedto be bidirectional. Adapting in one direction generallyreducedresponsesin both directions.Thus, adaptingin eachdirection
resultedin similar effects.
Individuol exomples
We comparedthe responsesto testingin eachdirection under threeconditions:control, and adaptedin eachdirection.
For cellswhich respondedin both directions,adaptingin either
directioninducedadaptationaftereffectsin both directions-Figure lA showsan exampleof a complexcell whichgavesimilar
responsesin the two directions. Test responseswere strongly
reducedby adaptingin either direction. A very slight bias can
be seenfor strongeraftereffectswhen adaptingand test directions match. This biasis insignificanthere,especiallycompared
to the largedepressionof responsescreate4by adaptingeither
in the sameor in the oppositedirection as that tested.
Even direction-biasedcellsshowedbidirectionaladaptation
effects.Figure lB showsan exampleof a cell whosepreferreddirectionresponsewasaffectedmoststronglyby adaptingin the
preferreddirection, but which also showeddeficits in both
directionsfollowing adaptingin the nonpreferreddirection.
Adapting in the nonpreferreddirectionwas as potentas adapting in the preferred direction when testing the nonpreferred
Therefore,a
direction,despitethe weakerevokedresponses.
bias might exist for strongeraftereffectswhen adapting and test
directionsare the same,as reportedby previousstudies,if each
directionhad beenadaptedat equivalentcontrasts.This cell was
also adaptedand testedwith stationary flashedgratings. Stationary gratingsevokedabout the sameresponsemagnitudeas
gratingsdrifting in the nonpreferreddirection, but the adaptawerevery different.Adaptingwith a stationtion characteristics
on
ary grating had no effect (or induceda slight enhancement)
to moving gratings.On the other hand, movthe test responses
ing gratingshad little effect on the stationarytests.Only when
adapting and test gratingswere both stationary or both moving did aftereffectsoccur.
The directionalityof adaptationaftereffectsmust be viewed
in termsof the underlyingdirectionalityof the cell. Directionselectivecellsmust be treatedseparatelyfrom cellswhich show
for both directions.For a cell which hasa true null
responses
direction. bidirectionalaftereffectscould only be shown by
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Fig. 1. Evokedresponses
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ratesof the teststimuliwere 1.92,1.84,5-76,and 7.68Hz. Testtrials
were4.267s long. Adaptingtrials lasted17.067s, and had contrasts
of 0 or 0.30, a spatialfrequencyof 0.3 cpd, and drift ratesof l'92 and
simplecell to gratingsdriftin a direction-biased
5.76 Hz. B, responses
ing in each direction and to stationary gratingsare plotted for prior
adaptingin eachdirection, with stationarygratings,dnd with a blank
screen.Adapting contrastwas0.15, testcontrastwas0.075'Moving
of 1.2,2.4, and 3.6 Hz. Adapting
gratingshad temporalfrequencies
complexcell wastestedat
trials lasted15s. C, this direction-selective
of 0. 15'0.3'
contrastsof 0.012,0.024,and0.048,at spatialfrequencies
0.45,0.6, and 0.75 cpd, and at a temporalfrequencyof 2.4 Hz. The
adaptingtrials had contrastsof 0'012(control)and 0.096(adapted)'
of 0.45 and 0.75 cpd, and drift ratesof 2.4 Hz.
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below the averagespontaneousrate.
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adaptingin the null directionand observinga lossof response
in the preferreddirection.Althoughwe haveobservedthis becells
havior in one neuron (Fig. 2), most direction-selective
showed no effect from adapting in their null direction. The
complexcell illustratedin Fig. lC was inhibited by stimulation
in the null direction.No changeswereevidentfollowingadapting
in the null direction.Adapting in the preferreddirectioninducedaftereffectsin the preferreddirection. A slight improvement in the activity in the null direction was seenfollowing
preferred direction adapting, but this changewas not significant. In most cells,aftereffectswereinducedonly when adapting stimuli excitedthe cell.

curvesfrom anotherdirectionIn Fig. 2, contrast-response
selectivecomplexcell are shownfor stimuli whichdrifted in the
null direction, stimuli which were flashedon and left standing
for 5 s, and stimuli which drifted in the preferreddirection.
Threecontrastsweretested,and the cell wasadaptedfor l0 s
at low contrast(control)or at highercontrast(adapted)with
gratingsdrifting in the nzl/ direction. The cell wasinhibited by
stimulationin the null direction. Adapting in the null direction
in this direction.Howinducedno changein the test responses
was found in the preever. a small decreasein responsiveness
ferreddirection.Interestingly,this cell showedan enhancement
in responsesto a stationary grating which was flashedon and
left standing for 5 s (seeDiscussion).We neverobservedenhancedresponsesto drifting gratingsfollciwing adaptingwith
drifting gratings.Adapting with stationarygratingssometimes
however(e.g. Fig. lB).
enhancedtest responses,
Population results
The degreeof direction selectivityof aftereffectscan be
gaugedby plotting the directionsagainsteachotheras in Fig. 3.
Population resultsacross38 cellsare illustratedin theseplots.
For each cell, the data were analyzedas in Fig. I to obtain
in eachdirection under the threeconditionsof adapresponses
(control,
adaptedin the preferreddirection,and adapted
tation
in the nonpreferreddirection-only one directionwasadapted
or testedin someruns, giving different samplesizesfor the different plots in Fig. 3). For eachtest direction,the ratios of
werecomputedfor eachadapting
adaptedto control responses
direction(Marlin et al., 1988).Thus, when both directionswere
testedand adapted,four ratios wereobtained(PP, PN' NP'
and NN, whereP and N stand for preferredand nonpreferred
directions,the first letter indicatesthe adaptingdirection, and
the secondletterindicatesthe testdirection).In Fig. 3A' the two
ratios basedon adapting in the preferred direction are compared. The horizontal axis indicatesthe ratio for testing the
preferreddirection (PP), the vertical axis for testingthe nonpreferreddirection (PN). The diagonalline dividesthe data between those cellswhich were more affected in one of the two
test directions:points aboveand to the left of the line were
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Fig. 2. Data from a direction-selective
complexcell, testedat three contrasts.The control condition representsl0 s of prior
stimulationat a contrastof either0.012or 0.024,while the adaptedcondition had contrastsof either0.096or 0.192.The adapting stimuli all drifted in the null direction. Responses
in eachdirection and to flashed-onstationarystimuli are plotted as a
function of test contrast.The spontaneous
firing rate of 3.2 spikes/shasbeensubtractedto show the inhibition evokedby null
directionand stationarystimulation.

more affected in the adapted, preferred direction. The center of
gravity ofthese points (0.54, 0.57) falls barely into this region,
suggesting some direction specificity of the aftereffects. However, the predominant effect of adapting in the preferred direction was to reduce responsesin both directions, pushing the
points toward the center of the plot. Note that all points lie to
the left of 1.0 (although one exceptional point from a strongly
direction biased cell fell at 1.14, -0.71). Adapting in the preferred direction almost invariably reduced responsesin the preferred direction.
The plot in Fig. 38 is similar to Fig. 3A, but for the other
two ratios (NP and NN), based on adapting in the nonpreferred
direction. This plot shows a bias for stronger aftereffects when
testing the adapted, nonpreferred direction, as the center of
gravity lies at (0.66, 0.54), in the lower right half of the plot.
This means that adapting in the nonpreferred direction reduced
nonpreferred direction responsesto 54a/oof their control values, and preferred direction responsesto 66v/oof their control
values, on average. The same four ratios are replotted in the alternative format in Figs. 3C and 3D, by reversing the roles of
adapting and testing. In Fig. 3C, the two ratios based on testing the preferred direction (PP and NP) are compared. The
points lie mostly above the diagonal, as adapting in the preferred direction was much more effective than adapting in the
nonpreferred direction. The asymmetry in Figs. 38 and 3C is
due to the relative ineffectiveness of nonpreferred direction
adapting in reducing the response in the preferred direction.
Adapting in either direction reduced the nonpreferred direction
responsesroughly equally, as seenin Fig. 3D. We note again,
however, that adapting in each direction at equivalent contrasts
may alter this symmetry, by making the effects of adapting in
the nonpreferred direction more profound.

Of the 19 bidirectional cells, 9 showed at least slight direction selectivity of adaptation (any evidence of stronger aftereffects from adapting and testing in the same direction than
from adapting and testing in opposite directions). Six ofthe 14
direction-biased cells showed some direction selectivity of aftereffects. Three cells showed clearly stronger aftereffects from
adapting in the direction opposite that tested, the reverse of
direction-selectiveeffects. We note again that all cells showed
significant aftereffects. The majority of these effects were bidirectional, with both directions significantly affected by adapting in either direction. No obvious differences were noted
between simple and complex cells.
Temporal frequency
Individual examples
Temporal frequency was varied in 13 runs to seeif temporal
tuning would shift after adaptation. To our surprise, we found
a remarkable degree of selectivity of aftereflects in the temporal
domain. In Fig. 4, temporal-frequency (drift rate) tuning curves
are shown for four conditions: control, and adapted at three
temporal frequencies. Each of the adapting stimuli evoked similar responses from this direction-selective complex cell, and
depressed test responsesstrongly. The control tuning curve
(solid line and open circles) shows a slight preferencefor low
temporal frequencies, but is broadly tuned. Adapting at 1.8 Hz
(filled circles) drastically reduced the response to testing at
1.8 Hz, leaving the responsesto higher frequenciesrelatively unaffected. Adapting at 3.6 Hz (filled squares) reduced the responsesto all drifting test gratings, but left a notch in the tuning
curve at the adapting frequency. The 5.4-Hz adapting trials induced aftereffects primarily at higher temporal frequencies
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(filled triangles),therebysharpeningthe tuning curve. The aftereffectsof adaptingat I .8 Hz, 3.6 H4 and 5.4 Hz are clearly
tunedand matchthe adaptingtemporalfrequency.As described
in the previouspaper(Saul& Cynader,1989),we computedthe
/-scoresbetweenthe control and adaptedpoints as a measure
of the strengthof aftereffects.Figure4B showsthe f-scoresfor
each of the adapting temporal frequencies.Although noisy,
eachof thesecurvespeaksat the adapting frequency.
Figure 5 showsthe resultsof anotherrun in which adapting
and test temporal frequencieswere varied. This cell was a
stronglydirection-biased
simplecell. The threecurvesin Fig. 5'A
representthe responsesfollowing zero contrastadapting, and

adaptingat 1.2 Hz and 2.4 Hz in the preferreddirection. Each
of theseadapting temporal frequencieswas very effective at
driving the cell, and induced strong responsedecrementsat
most test frequencies.Note, however,that the 2.4-Hz adapting
(filled squares)changedthe tuning considerablyby depressing
the responses
to 2.4 Hz well below the responses
to 1.2 Hz.
Although difficult to seein this plot, the oppositedirectionwas
similarly affected.By plotting the t-scoresat eachpoint on the
abscissa,we can normalizethe responsedifferencesto better reveal the effectsin the nonpreferreddirection.These/-scoresare
shownin Fig. 5B for adaptingdrift ratesof -2.4H2, -l.2Hz,
0.0 Hz, 1.2 Hz, and 2.4 Hz, wherenegativedrift ratescorre-
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Fig. 4. Temporal-frequency tuning curves from a complex cell. Only
the preferred direction is shown. Test trials had a contrast of 0.05.
Adapting trials lasted l0 s. Control responses were derived from trials
following stimulation at low contrast (0.01), while adapted responses
were preceded by a contrast of 0.15. Spontaneous firing rates have been
subtracted. Mean firing rates during the 5 s test trials are shown in A.
A measure of the strength of aftereffects is plotted in B. These are the
t-scores between the control and adapted points shown in A.

spond to motion in the nonpreferred direction. Large l-scores
indicate strong aftereffects; note that responsesare significantly
reduced at most frequencies, with l-scores commonly above 4.
Each curve is peaked at the adapting temporal frequency (arrows\. Thesepeaks can occur in either direction, however. For
the 2.4-Hz adapting stimuli (filled squares and circles), both
directions were strongly and specifically affected. Adapting at
1.2 Hz (asterisks and triangles) induced the strongest aftereffects (as measured by this l-score index) at 1.2 Hz in the
nonpreferred direction, independent of the direction of the
adapting grating. Note that adapting at t.2Hz in the preferred
direction (triangles) caused a severe reduction in overall responses(seeFig. 5A), despite the relative lack of tuning of aftereffects. Adapting with a stationary grating (open squares)
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Fig. 5. Temporal-frequency tuning curves from a simple cell. Seven
drift rates were tested at a contrast of 0.075 and a spatial frequency of
0.7 cpd. Adapting trials lasted l5 s, had a contrast of 0 or 0.15, a spatial frequency of 0.7 cpd, and temporal frequencies of 0, and 1.2, 2.4,
and 3.6 Hz in each direction. Negative drift rates correspond to the
nonpreferred direction, positive numbers to the preferred direction. A,
the control and two of the adapted tuning curves are shown. The control responseswere collected during test trials which followed 0 contrast adapting trials, while the adapted responsesoccurred during test
trials which followed stimulation with high-contrast gratings drifting
at 1.2 or 2.4 Hz in the preferred direction. B, the tuning of aftereffects
is plotted using the /-scores computed between control and adapted
responses. The number above each curve and the open arrow indicate
the drift rate of the corresponding adapting stimulus. The filled arrows
indicate the temporal frequency of the adapting stimulus, but in the
opposite direction.

reduced responsesto stationary grating tests alone. We repeatedly observed frequency-specific aftereffects which were independent of direction. Gratings drifting at a given rate in either
direction appeared to share a common behavior with respect to
adaptation, which differed from the behavior of stationary grat-
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ingsor of gratingsdrifting at a different rate. Somedirection
selectivityappearsin thesecurves,in the effectsat frequencies
higher than the adaptingfrequency.Aftereffectsat higher frequenciesare largerin the samedirectionthan in the opposite
direction.
paper(Saul& Cynader,1989),we noted
In the accompanying
to adto be more susceptible
a bias for lower spatialfrequencies
aptation. Someof the temporal-frequencydata suggestedthat
aftereffectswere strongerat higher temporal frequencies.An
complexcell
exampleis shownin Fig. 6. This direction-selective
preferredhigherdrift rates,as seenin the control tuning curve.
This curvewas replicatedby adaptingin the null direction and
with stationarystimuli (not shown).Adapting in the preferred
direction reducedthe responseat the highestdrift rate tested,
independentof the adapting frequency.
Population results
We analyzedthe temporaldata as we describedfor the larger
sampleof spatialdata(Saul& Cynader,1989).From the control and adaptedtuning curvesas in Figs. 4-6,4.,we derived
t-scoresas in Figs.4-68. The horizontalaxiswasthen centered
on the adaptingfrequencyand transformedto a log scaleindicating how many octavesseparatedthe testand adaptingstimuli. The 197pointsobtainedin this way areplottedin Fig. 7A'
Both drift directionsare includedin this figure.Very few points
werealmostalwaysreducedby prior
fall below0.0, asresponses
adaptingstimulation.Fifty percentof the pointshavel-scores
above2.0. These197pointsare averagedover octave-widebins
in Fig. 7D. The strongestaftereffectsclearlyoccurrednear the
adapting frequency.
In Figs.78 and 7E, the samedata is plotted, but only points
wherethe samedirectionwas adaptedand testedare included.
Evidencefor a high-frequencybias comesout in Fig. 7E. The
points I and 2 octavesabovethe adaptingfrequencyare much
higherthan the points I and 2 octavesbelow(P> 0.9995,df =
86, l-test). The effects of testing the direction opposite that
adapted are shown in Figs. 7C and 7F. The tuning of aftereffectsfor these74 points is narrowerthan the tuning shown
in Fig. 7E for the samedirectionas was adapted.For adapting
and testingin oppositedirections,aftereffectsappearedto be
strongerat test frequenciesbelow the adaptingfrequency(P >
a.999s,d-f:a8).
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Bidirectional, frequency-specific oftereffects

tuning curvesfrom a complexcell, plotted
Fig. 6. Temporal-frequency
as in Fig. 4. This cell was testedonly up to 3.6H2, althoughit respondedto higher frequencies.Adapting at 1.2, 2.4, or 3.6 Hz reduced
the responseat 3.6 Hz. All stimuli drifted in the preferreddirection.
Adaptingtrials lastedl0 s, had a contrastof 0.0015(control)or 0. l5
(adapted),and a spatialfrequencyof0.l75 cpd. Testtrialshad a contrast of 0.096, and spatial frequenciesof 0.075-0.275cpd.

Adaptation thus appearsto induce specificaftereffectsin the
temporal-frequencydomain. Matching of temporal frequency
can occur independentlyof direction, so that adaptingat a
in the opgivenfrequencyin onedirectionreducesthe responses
positedirectionat the sametemporalfrequency.We found such
bidirectional, temporal-frequencyselectivityof adaptationaftereffectsevenin stronglydirectionallybiasedcells.This result
impliesthat suchcellsare influencedby bidirectional,temporalfrequencyselectivemechanisms.
Similar observationsweremade in the spatial domain. We
found that adapting at a given spatial frequencyin the nonpreferreddirectioninducedspecificaftereffectsin the preferred
direction,althoughnot to the samedegreeor with the sametuning as did adapting in the preferred direction. An exampleis
shownin Fig. 8. All testtrials werein the preferreddirection.
tuning curve(opencircles)peaks
The control spatial-frequency

at0.225 cpd. The two adapted tuning curves shown were both
obtained by adapting at 0.225 cpd, in the same, preferred direction (triangles) or in the opposite, nonpreferred direction
(squares). This directionally biased simple cell was strongly affected by preferred direction adaptation, with a broad, asymmetric tuning of the aftereffects. Adapting in the nonpreferred
direction induced strong but narrowly tuned aftereffects. At
most frequencies, no significant changes were observed after
adapting in the nonpreferred direction (see l-scores in Fig. 8B)Two of the points (0.225 cpd and 0.325 cpd) were significantly
reduced, however. If only the unaffected frequencies (0.025'
0.125, and 0.425 cpd) had been tested, or if the effects were
averaged across all frequencies, the adaptation efiects would
appear to be direction selective. In general, the tuning of af-
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Fig. ?. Population results compiled from 10 cells are shown as l-scores yersrs distance between test and adapting temporal frequencies. A-C, each point represents a t-score for comparing adapted to control responses at a particular adapting/test frequency pair. Adapting and test stimuli drifting in both the same and the opposite directions are included in A, while B and
C include only points from adapting and testing in the same or opposite directions, respectively. Sample sizes in A, B, and C
are 197,123, and 74, respectively. D-F, the points in A-C were averaged over octave-wide bins, to indicate the net tuning of
aftereffects in the population. Similar tuning was seen by plotting medians rather than means, or by plotting the proportion
of l-scores greater than 2.0.

tereffectswas narrower in the direction oppositethat adapted
than in the samedirection.
Speedor frequency specificity of aftereffects?
Becausewe varied the temporal and spatial frequenciesof the
drifting grating stimuti, we have analyzedthe data in termsof
temporal and spatial frequencies.However, adaptationaftereffectscould be speedspecific,rather than frequencyspecific.
We varied both spatialand temporal frequenciesin 6 experiments, and analyzedthe data to seeif the aftereffectswere
dependenton speed.Adapting and test stimuluspairs wereassignedto one of nine space/timepositionsbasedon whetherthe
test stimulus was half an octave below, within, or above the
adapting stimulus in spatial and in temporal frequencies.
Adapted responseswerecomparedto control responsesusing
the t-score, and /-scoresfor each stimulus combination were
averagedover all 6 cells.Theseaveragedf-scoresare shownin
is eviTable l. A stightpreferencefor lower spatialfrequencies

dent (thesenumbersare consistentwith the resultsof the larger
samplesillustratedin Fig. 5C of the precedingpaperand Fig. 7D
above). If aftereffectswere strongestwhen adaptingand test
speedsmatched,a compensationshouldoccurwhenspatialand
temporalfrequenciescovary. Raising(or lowering)both spatial
and temporal test frequencieskeepsthe speedof the test stimulus similarto the speedof the adaptingstimulus.The relatively
low /-scoresof 2.2 and 1.5 along the diagonalindicatethat
matchingof adapting and test speedsdid not inducestronger
aftereffects.Note that matchingof adaptingand testtemporal
frequencies,on the other hand, inducedstrongaftereffectsindependentlyof the spatial-frequencymatch. The effectsof adselective,ratherthan
aptation appearto be temporal-frequency
speedselective.
Discussion
Spatial-frequencytuning, contrast sensitivity,direction selectivity, and temporal-frequencytuning can be alteredby adapt-
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ing with appropriate gratings. Adaptation of visual cortical
units in the temporal-frequency domain had not been previously
reported. Adaptation shows a remarkable degree of selectivity
for the drift rate of moving gratings. Even more remarkably,
this selectivity is independent of direction. Adapting with gratings drifting in either direction reduced test responsesin both
directions. Specificity for spatial and temporal frequency was
present in both directions, with a tendency for the tuning of aftereffects to be narrower in the direction opposite that adapted.
Some cells showed losses primarily at temporal frequencies
which were higher than the adapting frequency (at least when

testingand adaptingin the samedirection). Adaptation therefore resultedin strongereffects at lower frequenciesin space
(Saul& Cynader, 1989)and strongereffectsat higherfrequenciesin time over the entire sample.Theseasymmetriesimply a
preferentiallossof responseto high stimulusspeeds(lowerlefthand corner of Table l). Such a finding in singleunits correspondsto the psychophysicalobservationof shifts in apparent
speedof test targetsfollowing adaptingto a moving stimulus
(Thompson,l98l).
that only two temporalchannels
Thompson(1983)suggested
accountedfor the processingof stimuli ttp to 24 Hz in the human visual system.Presumingthat catswould showanalogous
psychophysicalbehavior, our resultsseemcontradictory.Single units showednarrow tuning of aftereffectsin the temporal
domain, as though many narrowly tunedchinnelsprovidedinputs to thesecells(Mandler, 1984).The uncertainrelation between the cortical responsesin cats and human perceptions
makesthe apparentcontradiction potentially resolvable.We exin this study,sincemost
plored a restrictedrangeof frequencies
cellsin cat area17respondpoorly above8 Hz. The two-channel
model may havea substrateinvolving cellsand areasbeyondthe
of narlimits of our investigation.Our data imply the existence
rowly tuned bidirectional mechanismsin at leastsomecat striate
cortical cells, but do not excludea two-channelmodel at the
levelof psychophysics.
Hammondet al. (1985,1988),Sauland Daniels(1985),and
natureof
Marlin et al. (1988)emphasizedthe direction-specific
the responseto
adaptation.Adapting in one directiondecreases
in the oppositedirection
testingin that direction.The responses
(von
Heydt
et al., 1978;Saul&
der
enhanced
are sometimes
Daniels,1985;Hammondet al., 1985,1986;Marlin et al.,
1988).The presentexperimentsare consistentwith a degreeof
direction specificity, but we emphasizethe bidirectionalityof
many of the observations.Vautin and Berkley(1977),von der
Heydt et al. (1978),and Movshonet al. (1980)also notedbidirectionaleffects,at leastin bidirectionalcells.We found that
the adapteddirectionwasmost affected,but the oppositedirection was also influenced,often with greaterspecificity.These
bidirectionalaftereffectswere seenevenin strongly directionbiasedcells,and the entirepopulationshowedlittle direction
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selectivity of aftereffects. The variability of directionality over
time requires control and adapted responsesto be collected
more or lesssimultaneously, as we attempted in this study. We
also tried to avoid possibly artificial indices of directionality
(such as the commonly used ratio (P-N)/(P+N)) when measuring aftereffects, relying on simple responsesto single test
stimuli. Finally, we tested across a range of parameters, and
found that responsesto only a subset of this range were
reduced. Failure to consider this specificity could lead to failure to observe aftereffects in the opposite direction, especially
since the tuning was generally narrower than in the same direction. The fact that aftereffects in the direction opposite that
adapted were specific to the adapting frequency implies that bidirectional frequency-specific mechanisms underlie the adaptation effects. We conclude that even highly direction-biased cells
receive bidirectional spatially and temporally tuned inputs.
We observed enhanced responses following adapting only
under exceptional circumstances.The data in Fig. 2 illustrate
some of the problems in interpreting enhancedresponses.The
responseto a stationary grating was enhanced by adapting in
this cell's null direction. This observation suggesteda direct
correlate to the motion aftereffect. Adapting in the null direction perhaps made the stationary grating appear to move in the
opposite direction, which was the cell's preferred direction. The
cell signaled this by firing. It might then be conceivable that the
diminished responseto testing the cell in the preferred direction
could be attributed to a speed-sensitivemechanism, as though
the apparent speed of the grating following adapting in the null
direction were faster than optimal. Such reasoning fell apart under closer scrutiny, however. First of all, the cell was poorly
tuned for speed sensitivity. Secondly, the enhanced response
was entirely due to an increase in the onset discharge. These observations suggestthat the enhanced responsesinvolve a release
from the inhibition generated during the adapting trials, or
some other transient mechanism. Previous reports of enhanced
responses from adapting in the opposite direction (von der
Heydt et al., 1978; Saul & Daniels, 1985; Hammond et al.,
1985, 1986; Marlin et al., 1988)have failed to show that such
enhancement is a robust effect which persists above control
levels for several seconds. Nonetheless, cells which are released
from inhibition following adapting in their null direction could
contribute to the motion aftereffect.
Theoret ical implications
What sorts of mechanisms could underlie the adaptation effects we report here? One could suppose that adaptation simply reflects the fatigue of excitatory inputs. However, it would
be difficult to reconcile the strength of aftereffects in the nonpreferred direction with the weak excitatory influence of the
nonpreferred direction in many of these cortical neurons' In addition, the tuning of adaptation aftereffects in the temporal domain is much sharper than the tuning of single units, and in the
spatial domain the asymmetric tuning of aftereffects does not
match the tuning of the excitatory inputs which would presumably be driven by the adapting stimulus (Saul & Cynader' 1989).
Finally, a fatigue mechanism predicts disinhibitory phenomena
which do not occur. as we discussbelow.
Alternatives to the fatigue mechanism have been suggested
by many authors, mostly involving inhibitory inputs (Dealy &
Tolhurst, 1974; Wilson, 1975; Heggelund & Hohmann, 1976;
Lovegrove, 1976; Vautin & Berkley, 1977;Movshon & Lennie,
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1979;Maffei et al., 1986;Magnussen& Johnsen, 1986).We will
sketch an example of a model which can be interpreted in terms
of our data. This model is related to Wilson's (1975) synaptic
model for psychophysical results on adaptation, and arises in
the context of a theory of kitten cortical plasticity (Saul' 1982).
The primary assumption is Hebbian modification of inhibitory
synapses(Hebb, 1949). Simply put, inhibitory inputs are potentiated with correlated presynaptic and postsynaptic activity. The
detailed form of the modifications (Saul & Daniels, 1986)is irrelevant for the present discussion.
The assumption of Hebbian modification of inhibitory pathways has the consequencethat cells with similar fesponse properties inhibit each other. This associative type of inhibitory
interaction is quite distinct from antagonistic, veto-type inhibition. Adapting stimulation is viewed in this model as potentiating inhibitory interactions between active cells (that is, cells
which respond in common to the adapting stimulus)' The effect
of these changes is to provide a negative feedback control on
neuronal activity. For example, given two cells which share an
excitatory input and which inhibit one another, the responseof
each cell will grow more slowly than linearly against the excitatory input, even with fixed inhibitory coupling (Fig. 9). Allowing the inhibitory connections to strengthen with activity
induced by an adapting stimulus reducesthe responsefurther
(compare Fig. 9 with Fig. 98 in Saul & Cynader, 1989). This
sort of negative feedback mechanism seemsto be required to
explain contrast gain control in visual cortex (Jllman & Schectman, 1982;Dean, 1983;Albrecht et al., 1984;Ohzawa et al.'
1985).
Inhibitory interactions are known to play a significant role
in modulating cortical activity (Creutzfeldt et al., 1974;Sillito'
1977). Given that a source of inhibition reducesthe activity of
its target, diminishing the activity of the source will increase the
activity of the target. Such disinhibition should appear in our
experiments, since the activity of every cortical cell tested was
significantly diminished by adaptation. In particular, if one assumesantagonistic inhibition betweencells'preferringopposite
directions of motion (that is, motion opponency), then disinhibitory phenomena would be expectedfrom adapting in one
direction (Levinson & Sekuler, 1975).Adapting a cell in its null
direction should diminish the activity of the pool of neurons
providing the hypothetical antagonistic inhibition onto the cell'
so that subsequenttesting in the adapted, null direction would
reveal enhanced responses.We never observed enhancement of
test responsesin the adapted direction. Cells in cat area l7 do
not appear to show opponent motion responses.Rejecting the
assumption of antagonistic inhibition in favor of the associativeinhibition model described above can explain the absenceof disinhibition, since potentiation of mutually inhibitory connections
between similarly responding cells diminishesthe activity in all
the cells.
The absenceof disinhibitory effects from adaptation implies
that a simple antagonistic-inhibition model of direction selectivity fails. How then can we explain our observations of frequency-specific, bidirectional aftereffects in direction-biased
cells? We inferred that direction-biased cells receive bidirectional inputs, some of which are presumably excitatory. Inhibiting one direction of a bidirectional excitatory input appears to
depend on antagonistic inhibition. Independent evidencesuggests that direction selectivity is generatednot by vetoing one
direction based solely on the direction, but instead by combin-
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C
functions from a simpleassociaFig. 9. Computedcontrast-response
tive-inhibition model. The model is schematizedusingthree anatomiThe
cal organizationswhich could producethe hypotheticalresponses.
essenceof the model is negativefeedback,which is seenmost simply
as self-inhibition, but could be generatedas well by mutual inhibition
or mediatedvia an interneuron(I). The output R is derivedfrom cells
which are excitedby input proportional to the contrastC. Inhibitory
interactionshavea gain q, so that R = C/(l * qR). Therefore,R =
growsas the squareroot
OnqlGl + Jd+ 4qC)), so that response
is inverselyproportionalto the squareroot of the
of contrast.Response
inhibitory gain. Adapting at high contrastis hypothesizedto increase
this inhibitory gain. The three curvesrepresentthree levelsof inhibition, correspondingto three statesof adaptation. Thesetheoretical
curvesare me:mt to resemblethe data of Fig. 98 of the precedingpaper
(Saul& Cynader,1989).

ing bidirectional inputs in spatiotemporal quadrature, where
two inputs are a quarter cycle out of phase with each other both
in space and in time (Reichardt, 196l; van Santen & Sperling,
1984, 1985; Watson & Ahumada, 1985; Adelson & Bergen,
1985; Nakayama, 1985; Shadlen & Carney, 1986). In order to
achieve these phase relationships, frequency specificity must be
roughly matched between the inputs. Spatiotemporal quadrature
models therefore should be subject to bidirectional, frequencyspecific adaptation. The presumed bidirectional spatially and
temporally tuned intracortical inputs underlying the adaptation
aftereffects observed in direction-biased cells would correspond
to the projections from a separable stage to a directional stage
in these models. The fully opponent stage of these models does
not correspond with any of our striate cortical cells, for the reasons discussedabove. On the other hand, the intracortical locus of adaptation effects implies that direction-selective cortical
neurons receive separable inputs from cortical cells, as opposed
to receiving only direct thalamic inputs.
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